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H 'it 14 per cent of our assets at that time.-- Now our national
Hh per capita wealth aggregates $2,000 a most conservative estimate
H J

hence our present liabilities of but $83 per capita amount to slightly
H over 4 per cent of our resources. When viewed in these terms, the
H funded liabilities of the country ought not to scare any citizen into
B thinking that the nation is becoming insolvent. Far from it: Ac- -
H cording to our usual method of rating the solvency of concerns, a
H showing of liabilities amounting to but 4 per cent of the assets is gcn- -
H crally considered a gilt-edg- e proposition.
H But suppose that our Avar loans now in prospect cause the funded
H indebtedness of the country to jump to double or even three times
M the present amount; the national debt in proportion to the national
M wealth would still be considerably less than at the close of the Civil
H war. Our present national debt can be multiplied by five and not ex- -
B ceed that of Great Britain, which is now 21 per cent of her national
H wealth. It must be multiplied by seven to equal that of France,
H which now exceeds 28 per cent. Russia's indebtedness aggregates
H 18per cent of her wealth and Germany's war debt exceeds seven- -
M teen billions, or $255 per capita as against America's $83, or 22 per
H cent of her national wealth. In view of these comparisons, it be- -
M hooves the citizen to take no stock in the cry of national insolvency
H or to fear that we have reached the end of our resources. Instead of
M fooling us, the figures should reassure us that there is no investment
M on earth so sound today as that tendered by our national government.
H .

A LONG WAY TO GO.

fall of Riga, it is true, leaves an open road to Petrograd.CHE there is no immediate cause for alarm, notwithstanding
H J Iindenburg's threat to start at once on a smashing drive against the
H Russian capital. He has a long way to go and it is a hazardous un- -

H dertaking; particularly so, in the face of approaching winter.
H But suppose he does succeed in capturing the city; wherein will

H lie the advantage? It is questionable whether the territorial acquisi- -

H tions would compensate Germany for the cost of sustaining the far- -

H flung battle line. Perhaps the Prussian field marshal hopes to sub- -

H jugate the Russian people by this one swift stroke. Napoleon at- -

H tempted the same thing once upon a time. Pie succeeded in captur- -

H ing the Russian capital, only to find that his troubles had just begun.
' The city was burned down about his ears ; the storms of winter beset

him ; starvation struck a vital blow in his ranks, and the grand army
of the empire staggered back over the border, a mere shadow of its

H former splendid self.
Perhaps Ilindenbnrg hopes that the Russians will sue for peace

H upon the capitulation of their capital, but how can they be expected
H to maintain a substantial peace with Germany when they are even
H umible to keep peace among themselves? One can more readily be- -

H lieve that should such a calamity befall the new republic as the loss
H of its capital, the citizens would forthwith arouse themselves to their
H. common danger and effect a solidarity of sentiment and action that
H would mean a more serious menace to German)'- - than she is now fac- -

ing in that direction.

I MIGHT IT HAVE BEEN OTHERWISE?

R. GERARD'S running narrative still continues to be of ab-

sorbing interest to thinking citizens not so much for its novel
H style as for the startling revelation of inside facts leading up to our
B J entrance into the world war. The purpose of these letters and the

H propriety of their publication we leave to others to discuss. Our im-- g

h mediate concern is limited strictly to the information contained there- -

f in, and in this respect' it may be said that the ambassador is now pe-
ril ) forming a distinct service to his country. This, too, regardless of the
B H ethics involved, and notwithstanding the fact that certain of his dis- -

I i closures do not redound to his own personal credit.
11 His frankness is indeed refreshing. For instance, we are told
K i that the kaiser made several colossal blunders in the matter of di- -

B plomacy ; that he persisted in believing that England would keep out
H I of the war at the outset and that America could not possibly be pro- -
W . voked to fight, no matter how much her honor and dignity as a nation
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might be assailed or the private rights of her citizens violated. The
German emperor, so we are told, grievously miscalculated the deter-
mination of President Wilson and the temper of the American peo-
ple. In his arrogant opinion we were money-ma- d a nation of prof-
iteers, willing to suffer any insult and pay any price for peace, so
long as nothing interfered with our mercenary program. Thus it wass .

that the kaiser blundered, and upon sober reflection one wonders
whether he was the only one to commit a blunder.

This though suggests itself: how did the kaiser come to acquire
his mistaken impression? And was it not possible to convince his
royal mind to the contrary? Mr. Gerard fails to explain this to our
satisfaction. One must assume, of course, that our ambassador did
everything within his power to set the emperor right. That he
failed is certainly no reflection upon his good intentions, although it
does seriously question his capability to speak for America in a con-
vincing manner and in a tone of finality. Somehow or other, try as
we may, we cannot escape the conviction that had our representative
been less ingratiating and fawning in his attitude at the outbreak of
the war, his words would liave carried more weight when the crisis
came.

It is useless to cry over spilt milk but, as Colonel Roosevelt ad-

monishes, it is the height of folly to claim that the milk was never
spilt. At this late day it is perhaps not in order to say that things
might have been different had America's position been clearly and
concisely put by a person whose representations would have com-
manded the wholesome and unqualified respect of the German govern-
ment. But suppose President Wilson 'had seen fit to supple-
ment his ambassador by detailing a special commission comprised,
say of Root, Roosevelt and Taft to lay America's case before the
kaiser and his counselors; is it likely that their request for an audi-
ence would have been studiously ignored, or that their representations
would have been misconstrued? Or can one imagine any of these
three outspoken Americans commiserating with the kaiser because
the fortunes of war were not going to suit him? The probabilities
are that there would have been some plain talking not altogether
to the liking of his imperial majesty and that when the conversa-
tion came to a close he would have had no doubt whatever as to
America's intentions.

All this is by way of saying that our diplomatic service is sadly
in need of repairs. Generally speaking, it is the system that is at fault
and not the personnel. Foreign diplomacy is a profession peculiar
to itself and is so recognized by every world power save the United
States. It is not to be expected that even men of big calibre can
master the arts and intricacies of a diplomatic post in a day, and we
will do well to bear this in mind hereafter. Our international affairs
demand men who have been trained in the service. At least, it should
never again be said that an American ambassador failed to make him-

self understood in a time of crisis. Such a circumstance is at least
not pleasing to contemplate.

A LITTLE TOO PARTICULAR. -

yjpR. HOOVER is surely in error when he says that corn will be
m unacceptable as a food to the starving Europeans. He must

be basing his opinion upon what he saw in Belgium and in Western
Europe for corn (maize, as they call it over there) is a great staple
in some parts of Eastern Europe. It is eaten in Italy and all up and
down the Adriatic. It is not used finely ground, as we are accustomed
to have it, but it is roughly pulverized, something like samp or hom-

iny; and it is well relished. Mr. Iioover would have us use more corn
here in order to send more wheat abroad. That is well enough but
let us try sending corn abroad, too. If the Europeans would rather
starve than to eat corn, it might be a good thing to know that fact.
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Our protests against secret diplomacy on the other side of the
Atlantic will not be impressive as long as we practice, it on this side.

Speaking of appropriate names for our troops in Europe how
would "Americans" do?
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